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ABSTRACT
Understanding mechanisms driving link formation in dynamic so-
cial networks is a long-standing problem that has implications to
understanding social structure as well as link prediction and rec-
ommendation. Social networks exhibit a high degree of transitivity,
which explains the successes of common neighbor-based methods
for link prediction. In this paper, we examine mechanisms behind
link formation from the perspective of an ego node. We introduce
the notion of personalized degree for each neighbor node of the ego,
which is the number of other neighbors a particular neighbor is con-
nected to. From empirical analyses on four on-line social network
datasets, we find that neighbors with higher personalized degree
are more likely to lead to new link formations when they serve
as common neighbors with other nodes, both in undirected and
directed settings. This is complementary to the finding of Adamic
and Adar [1] that neighbor nodes with higher (global) degree are
less likely to lead to new link formations. Furthermore, on directed
networks, we find that personalized out-degree has a stronger ef-
fect on link formation than personalized in-degree, whereas global
in-degree has a stronger effect than global out-degree. We validate
our empirical findings through several link recommendation ex-
periments and observe that incorporating both personalized and
global degree into link recommendation greatly improves accuracy.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Social networks; Social networking
sites;Datamining; Retrievalmodels and ranking; •Human-centered
computing→ Social networks.
KEYWORDS
Link formation; egocentric network; personalized degree; dynamic
network; link recommendation; link prediction; node degree; com-
mon neighbors
1 INTRODUCTION
Ever since the rise of different social media platforms, the need
for analyzing complex social networks has been growing at an
exponential rate. A fundamental problem when analyzing social
network data is to understand mechanisms driving link formation.
Specifically, in the absence of additional information about the
nodes in the network, what properties of the network itself tend to
be associated with the formation of future links? Such properties
could then be incorporated into models for the evolution of social
networks over time [10], which can then be used to predict the
formation of links in the future. Predicting future or missing links in
a network has been a major area of research and was formalized by
Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [11] as the link prediction problem. It
has been widely studied since then, and many different approaches
and algorithms have been proposed; we refer readers to Lü and
Zhou [13] for a survey of the literature.
General principles that govern the behavior of network dynam-
ics form the core of many link prediction and recommendation
problems. Common neighbors [16] and Adamic/Adar [1] are two
widely used principles which both predate much of the research
on link prediction.
Adamic and Adar [1] found that the “popularity” or global de-
gree1 of a common neighbor of a pair of nodes has an inverse
relationship with the likelihood of the two nodes forming an edge
in the future. In this paper, we introduce a new principle that is
observed to be present in the dynamics of social networks, the
personalized degree of common neighbors, and examine its behavior
and how it correlates with the formation of future links from an
egocentric perspective.
This paper is divided up into three parts. In Section 3, we intro-
duce personalized degree and examine its distribution over several
datasets. Section 4 consists of a series of empirical analyses on the
effects of personalized degree on future link formation. In Section
5, we validate our empirical findings by incorporating them into
two link recommendation algorithms and examining the effects of
edge directionality on link recommendation.
Our main contributions are as follows:
• We find that the personalized degree of a neighbor behaves
in the opposite manner compared to its global degree; that
is, common neighbors with higher personalized degree are
more likely to be predictive of future links, both in directed
and undirected networks.
• In directed networks, we find that personalized out-degree
has a stronger effect than personalized in-degree and that
global in-degree has a stronger effect than global out-degree.
Consequently, limiting personalized and global degree to
personalized out-degree and global in-degree, respectively,
provides more accurate predictions of link formations.
• We validate the previous two findings through link recom-
mendation experiments, where we find that incorporating
personalized degree alone improves mean link prediction
accuracy by 2% to 30% and incorporating both personalized
and global degrees improves accuracy by 6% to 35%. Incor-
porating directions of edges further improves accuracy by
up to 11%.
1In this paper we will refer to the degree of a node, i.e. the number of nodes a particular
node it is connected to, as global degree to avoid confusion with personalized degree.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Link Prediction
Information in networks is carried out in links between nodes. The
presence or absence of a link has implications on the social struc-
ture. The importance of links makes the concept of predicting new
or missing links in a network extremely desirable. This concept is
formalized as the link prediction problem [11] and is widely used in
a variety of applications. A few examples include recommendation
of people to follow in on-line social media networks [7], imputa-
tion of missing links from partially observed networks [9, 13], and
validation of models for network formation [10].
All link prediction methods, as mentioned in [11], assign an
estimate score(x ,y) to all pairs of nodes (x ,y) without any links.
All scores are then ranked in decreasing order. The higher the
rank, the higher the probability of existing an edge between that
pair of node. The earliest and simplest methods for link prediction
are based on node neighborhoods, where two nodes x and y are
predicted to be more likely to form a link in the future if their sets
of neighbors Γ(x) and Γ(y) have large overlap [11].
The simplest method, typically referred to as just common neigh-
bors (CN), simply uses the number of common neighbors as the
predicted score:
score(x ,y) := |Γ(x) ∩ Γ(y)|. (1)
Another method, commonly referred to as Adamic/Adar (AA), sums
over all common neighbors, but weights the common neighbors
with a lower global degree more heavily in order to indicate that
they are more predictive than the ones with a higher global degree
[1]:
score(x ,y) :=
∑
z∈Γ(x )∩Γ(y)
(log |Γ(z)|)−1 (2)
The Adamic/Adar link predictor has generally been found to be
more accurate than common neighbors on a variety of network
datasets [11].
2.2 Egocentric Perspective & Link
Recommendation
Link prediction is usually considered at the global network level,
where the objective is to predict the most likely links to be formed
between any pair of nodes in the network that do not already have
a link. Moreover, it has also been done at the level of an ego node,
where the objective is to predict the most likely links to be formed
involving the ego node. This problem is commonly referred to as
link recommendation [22], because the predicted nodes are often
used as recommendations for the ego node, e.g. the Who to Follow
feature in Twitter [7].
In this studywe take an egocentric perspective. Throughoutmost
of our analyses, we first select a node to be the ego and its neighbors
to be the common neighbors. Next, we examine link formation
between the ego and all neighbors of the common neighbors that
are not common neighbors themselves; or simply put, nodes that
are 2 hops away from the ego node. This is specially important
since most links are formed between nodes that are 2 hops away
due to the locality of link formation [21].
Table 1: Summary statistics of datasets used in this paper.
Dataset Facebook Google+ Flickr Digg
Directed? No Yes Yes Yes
# of Nodes 63,731 ∼29M ∼2.3M 63,740
# of Edges 817,090 ∼462M ∼33M 837,104
# of Snapshots 10 4 5 16
Duration (days) ∼869 ∼98 ∼198 ∼1431
2.3 Related Work
Many link prediction methods have also attempted to incorporate
mechanisms behind link formation into link prediction. Leskovec
et al. [10] analyze the microscopic evolution of social networks
and incorporate their findings on node and link duration as well as
triangle closing into a network evolution model that can be used to
predict future links. Liu et al. [12] investigate the role of community
structure on link formation and propose a link prediction algorithm
based on a model for community detection. Cannistraci et al. [5] in-
troduced the concept of local-community-paradigm and suggested
that two nodes are more likely to link together if their common
neighbors are highly connected within themselves. They referred
to the edges between common neighbors as local-community-links
(LCL). Wu et al. [20], inspired by LCL and the fact that links be-
tween common neighbors of two nodes form a triangle, claimed
that the probability of two nodes forming an edge has a direct
relationship with the number of triangles passing through their
common neighbors and an inverse relationship with their global
degree, similar to AA. To the best of our knowledge, these types
of studies have usually taken place at the global network level, not
from the egocentric perspective that we consider.
2.4 Datasets
In this study, we analyze three directed and one undirected on-line
social networks, as shown in Table 1. In all four networks, nodes
represent users of that platform.
2.4.1 Facebook. The Facebook New Orleans friendship network
is an undirected network, collected by Viswanath et al. [18], in
which every link represents a friendship between two nodes with
a time-stamp of when the friendship was formed. The data trace
covers the period between September 2006 and January 2009, and
each snapshot lasts for 90 days.
Around March 2008, Facebook introduced the "People You May
Know" (PYMK) feature to recommend new friends to their users.
While link formations prior to the introduction of PYMK were
likely the result of an organic process, the PYMK feature is likely
to influence the link formation process. Thus, we divided the entire
Facebook dataset into two sets, before and after PYMK. The first
6 extracted snapshots consist entirely of link formations before
PYMK, and the remaining 4 came after PYMK.
2.4.2 Google+. This dataset was crawled from the Google+ net-
work, starting from July 6 until October 11, 2011, by Gong et al. [6],
and it covers more than 70% of the entire Google+ network at that
time. Incoming and outgoing friends are represented by directed
links which belong to one of the 4 predefined snapshots.
Neighbor node z1: Global degree 14, personalized degree 0
Neighbor node z2: Global degree 9, personalized degree 7
Figure 1: Example of a high global and a high personalized
degree in a 2-hop egocentric network.
Due to the large network size, we randomly selected about
500,000 nodes that appeared in the first snapshot of the network
to serve as ego nodes in all of our analyses. The same set of ran-
domly selected nodes are used in all experiments for consistency.
Furthermore, if an ego node had more than 100,000 nodes that were
at most 2 hops away, then it was not used in the experiments.
2.4.3 Flickr. Flickr is a media hosting service where users can
host images and videos and share them with their friends. Most
snapshots in the Flickr dataset [14] are 30 days long. Moreover, in
order to manage the large size of this network, we made the exact
same random sampling decisions as we did for Google+.
2.4.4 Digg. Digg is a news aggregator where users can follow each
other, share their own news or blog posts, and up/down vote others’
posts. We divided the Digg friendship dataset [8] into 90-day long
snapshots, also ignored all self-loops, inactive users, and users with
an out-degree of zero.
3 PERSONALIZED DEGREE
For any given ego node, we define the personalized degree of a
neighbor node to be the number of other nodes that have links with
both the ego and the neighbor node. Thus, while each node in a
network has a single global degree, it has a different personalized
degree with respect to every ego node. As shown by node z1 in
Figure 1, a neighbor node may have a high global degree, but a low
personalized degree. Moreover, personalized degree of a neighbor
node is always at least 1 less than its global degree and at least 2
less in order to be a common neighbor between the ego node and a
node 2 hops away from the ego.
In directed networks, just like global degree, personalized degree
is divided into personalized in-degree and personalized out-degree.
These respectively refer to the number of predecessors and suc-
cessors of the neighbor node that also have an edge with the ego,
where the direction of the edge between the ego and all other nodes,
including the neighbor node, is the same.
It is important not to confuse personalized degree with localized
clustering coefficient, first introduced by Watts and Strogatz [19].
Given a node, localized clustering coefficient measures how close
its neighbors are to forming a clique. In measuring local clustering
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Figure 2: Facebook’s global and personalized degree distri-
butions before and after the introduction of the People You
May Know (PYMK) feature.
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Figure 3: Flickr’s global and personalized in-degree and out-
degree distributions.
coefficient, we fix one node and look at the number of its formed tri-
angles over the total possible number of triangles with its neighbors.
In personalized degree, every neighbor of a neighbor node does
form a triangle, however, we not only consider the total number of
possible triangles, but we also fix two nodes of each triangle, the
ego and the common neighbor, instead of only one fixed node.
3.1 Personalized Degree Distribution
First, we examine both directed and undirected personalized degree
distributions to better understand their behavior. We consider each
node in the network to be an ego and compute the personalized
degree of all of its neighbors. We then plot the distribution of all
computed personalized degrees on a log-log scale, similar to plot-
ting the global degree distribution of a network. In addition, in
directed networks, in order to stay consistent with our egocentric
perspective, we consider all successors of an ego to be its neigh-
bors. Keep in mind that these neighbors may or may not be the
predecessors of the ego. Moreover, if it is possible for a node degree
to be zero, to observe these instances on a log-log scale, we shift
all node degrees up by one. Due to the large number of nodes in
all analyzed networks, we plot degree distributions using uniform
log-binned scatter plots.
A widely accepted claim in modern network science is that
most complex networks, including social networks, are scale-free
[3, 4, 15], meaning that their degree distribution follow a power
law. As it is shown in Figures 2 and 3, the global degree distribution
of both Facebook and Flickr seem to follow a power law as well;
nevertheless, Flickr seem to be more strongly scale-free compared
to Facebook. Furthermore, both personalized degree distributions
seem to follow a power law distribution; however, they both have
lighter tails than a normal power law. Due to the light-tailed char-
acteristic of these distribution, it is more fitting to describe their
distribution by a truncated power law rather than a regular heavy-
tailed power law distribution. Degree distributions of both Google+
and Digg are very similar to that of Flickr.
4 EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS
In this section, we perform an empirical analysis on the role of
common neighbors’ degrees, both global and personalized, on link
formation from an egocentric perspective on all four datasets.
4.1 Empirical Analysis Procedure
To investigate the role of neighbor node degrees on link formation
from an egocentric perspective, we consider every node in the
network to be an ego node, and then we analyze the possibility of
link formation between the ego node and all nodes which are 2
hops away from it, across all snapshots. More specifically, for every
network, beginning with the first snapshot, we consider every node
to be an ego node, then for each node v that is 2 hops away from
the ego, we check whether it formed an edge with the ego node in
the next snapshot. We separate the set of nodes that formed edges
with the ego node, denoted byVf , from the set of nodes that didn’t,
denoted by Vnf .
For each node vf ∈ Vf , we calculate the mean log global and
mean log personalized degrees of all common neighbors between
vf and the ego node. As we observed in Section 3.1, both degrees
follow either a truncated or a regular power law distribution, thus
simply taking the mean of global and personalized degrees will not
result in a reliable summary statistic. Thereby, we took the log of
both global and personalized degrees to adjust for this behavior.
Next we take the average of mean log global and mean log
personalized degree over all nodes inVf .We repeat the same process
for the nodes vnf ∈ Vnf that did not form an edge with the ego
node. Finally, we take the mean over all snapshots of the network.
The aforementioned process is repeated for, and averaged over,
all ego nodes. We then compare the mean log global and mean log
personalized degrees for all nodes which formed an edge with an
ego to the ones that did not.
Note that in order to make sure the averages for both formed
and not-formed groups are over the exact same ego nodes in all
snapshots, for every ego node, we excluded snapshots where either
formed or not-formed group was empty. Therefore, if all snapshots
of an ego node were excluded, the ego node was naturally removed
from the analysis.
4.2 Observations on Facebook Data
As shown in Figure 4a, we observe that, on average, the global
degree of common neighbors of nodes which ended up forming an
edge is lower than the ones that did not. Thus, our findings on the
Facebook dataset are consistent with those of Adamic and Adar [1]
both before and after the introduction of PYMK.
The behavior of personalized degree is shown in Figure 4b. Notice
that personalized degree behaves in the exact opposite manner
compared to global degree. That is, common neighbors of the nodes
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Figure 4:Mean log global andmean log personalized degrees
(±2 standard errors) of common neighbors in Facebook data
before PYMK (19,162 ego nodes) and after PYMK (39,282 ego
nodes).
Figure 5: Different open triad patterns in a directed network.
Triad labels match those used in [17].
which formed an edge with the ego node tend to have a higher
personalized degree, and this is true both before and after PYMK.
4.3 Observations on Directed Networks
In the directed setting, we need to define which nodes we consider
as an ego’s neighbors and which nodes are 2 hops away. In Figure 5,
consider node u to be an ego, node z to be ego’s neighbor, and v be
a node that is two hops away from the ego. As depicted, there are 9
distinct possible ways that we can select nodes for our empirical
analysis and that is without considering whether nodev follows the
ego (node u). In order to isolate the results for each triad type, we
analyze each one separately. Additionally, we also need to consider
the direction of edges. The rest of the empirical analysis will be the
same as Section 4.1.
In directed settings our main findings are similar to those on the
Facebook network. As shown in Figure 6a, we observe that common
neighbors with lower global in-degree or global out-degree are
more predictive of future interactions in all 9 different triad types
on Google+. This behaviour is also observed in both Flickr and Digg
datasets. It is also conveyed from the figure that this observation
holds much stronger for some triads than others (e.g. T01 vs. T06).
Thereby, we can conclude that the findings of Adamic and Adar [1]
also hold in directed networks.
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Figure 6: Mean log global andmean log personalized in- and
out-degrees (±2 standard errors) of common neighbors in
Google+ data (494,881 ego nodes).
Similar to our findings in Section 4.2, in the majority of triads
in all directed datasets, personalized in- and out-degrees behave
in an opposite manner compared to global degrees, as shown in
Figure 6b for Google+ and Figure 7 for Flickr and Digg. That is,
common neighbors with higher personalized in- and out-degrees
are more predictive of future links. This holds much stronger for
Google+, compared to Digg and Flickr, however the conclusion still
holds in the majority of triad types on all three directed data sets.
The larger standard errors in Figure 7b are due the smaller number
of analyzed nodes in the Digg dataset. The 3 triad types where it
seems that this observation does not strongly hold across networks
are T07, T08, and T09. In all three cases, neighbors of the ego are
considered to be ego’s predecessors only. It is uncommon in most
link prediction analyses to only consider a node’s predecessors as
its neighbors.
The main implication of this empirical analysis is that the high
degree of a neighbor does not necessary make it less predictive of
future links as implied by Adamic and Adar [1]. If the high global
degree of a common neighbor is caused by a high personalized
degree, then that neighbor is in fact more predictive of future links.
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Figure 7:Mean log personalized in- and out-degrees (±2 stan-
dard errors) of common neighbors in Flickr data (515,624
ego nodes) and Digg data (44,951 ego nodes).
5 LINK RECOMMENDATION
Given our egocentric perspective approach concerning link forma-
tion, it is only fitting that we try to further validate our findings on
personalized degree by incorporating it into link recommendation
algorithms. If personalized degree does indeed play a crucial role in
link formation, then a link recommendation algorithm that utilizes
personalized degree should be more accurate than one that does
not.
We first demonstrate a few possible ways to integrate our find-
ings on personalized degree into simple neighborhood-based link
recommendation algorithms, namely common neighbors [11] and
Adamic/Adar [1]. Next, we evaluate these personalized degree-
based methods on all four datasets. It is important to note that there
are many more complex (and likely more accurate) link recommen-
dation algorithms present in the literature as discussed in Section
2.3. The link recommendation methods introduced in this section
are quite simple and may not be the most accurate. However, the
main purpose of this section is to first validate our empirical find-
ings and consequently demonstrate the possibility for improving
node neighborhood-based link recommendation algorithms by tak-
ing advantage of personalized degree. We believe that it is possible
for more complex algorithms to benefit from personalized degree
in a similar manner.
5.1 Proposed Link Recommendation Methods
5.1.1 Personalized Degree Common Neighbors (PD-CN). We first
integrate our empirical findings into the common neighbors link
prediction method [11]. The common neighbors (CN) link predictor
assigns the score defined in (1) to each pair of nodes without a link.
As we observed in Section 4, neighbor nodes of the ego with
a higher personalized degree are more predictive of future links.
Thus, we should give these neighbor nodes higher weight in the link
prediction score. We propose to sum over the log of personalized
degrees of common neighbors. We take the log due to the heavy-
tailed distribution of personalized degree as discussed in Section
3.1. Hence, the weight of each common neighbor will be the log of
its personalized degree with the ego. Weighting common neighbors
by degree has been used with global degree in Adamic/Adar, where
common neighbors are weighted by the inverse log of their global
degree [1].
Therefore, PD-CN for an ego node u and a candidate node v is
as follows:
PD-CN(u,v) =
∑
z∈Γ(u)∩Γ(v)
log (|Γ(u) ∩ Γ(z)| + 2) (3)
where node z is a common neighbor of nodes u and v . The overlap
of the neighborhoods of the ego node and the common neighbor
correspond to the personalized degree of the common neighbor. We
shift personalized degree up by 2, since if it is 0 the log is undefined
and if it is 1 then the log is 0, in which case the common neighbor
is discarded from the sum.
5.1.2 Personalized Degree Adamic/Adar (PD-AA). Here, we inte-
grate personalized degree into the Adamic/Adar (AA) link predictor.
Based on our empirical observations, both higher personalized de-
gree and lower global degree of a neighbor node will lead to future
link formation; therefore, the ratio of the personalized and global
degrees can be a useful measure.
For every common neighbor node z, let Pz = |Γ(u) ∩ Γ(z)| + 1
denote its personalized degree shifted up by 1 and Gz = |Γ(z)| + 1
denote its global degree shifted up by 1. Then, our proposed PD-AA
score is given by
PD-AA(u,v) =
∑
z∈Γ(u)∩Γ(v)
(
log
[
Pz
(Gz − Pz )
Gz
+Gz
(Gz − Pz )
Pz
] )−1
(4)
PD-AA score tries to keep the intuition behind AA, that a higher
global degree should result in a lower score while also allowing a
higher personalized degree to result in a higher score as well. In
order to avoid division by zero, we shift personalized degree up by
1 and since it is a subset of global degree we similarly need to shift
up the global degree.
Notice that the overall structure of (4) is very similar to the AA
score (2). In order to achieve a good balance between global and
personalized degrees, we separate the term inside the log into two
parts: the weight with respect to Pz and the weight with respect to
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Figure 8: Mean top-K predictive rate of all methods (± stan-
dard error) for the Facebook data.
Gz . We also use a ratio involving the difference between (Gz − Pz ).
Here, as Pz approaches 1, PD-AA becomes a harsher version of AA
with almost 2 times the penalization for global degree, and as Pz
approaches Gz , it tries to subtract twice the personalized degree
from global degree to decrease the penalty for higher global degree.
5.2 Evaluation Approach
We test both of our proposed methods, PD-CN and PD-AA, and
compare them to CN and AA, respectively. For every snapshot of a
network, we compute each of the link prediction scores for all node
pairs (u,v) where u is an ego node and v is a node that is 2 hops
away from the ego. Next, for each method, we rank all nodes 2 hops
away from the ego based on the method’s score in deceasing order.
Then, we choose top-K predictive rate, also known as precision
at K (P@K), to be our evaluation metric. It is the percentage of
correctly classified positive samples among the top K instances in
the ranking by a specified link predictor. It has been used by others
for link recommendation [2, 22], and we view it as the most relevant
accuracy metric in a recommendation setting since these are the
people who are potentially going to be recommended to a user by a
feature such as PYMK in Facebook. Since P@K is heavily dependent
on K [21], we chose several K values in all of our evaluations. For
each method used in an egocentric network, its top-K predictive
rate at a specific K is the mean over all snapshots.
5.3 Results on Facebook Data
The link recommendation results for each of the algorithms on the
Facebook dataset, both before and after the introduction of PYMK
are shown in Figure 8. Notice that, for each value of K, incorporat-
ing personalized degree (PD-CN) consistently improves over CN.
However, incorporating global degree (AA) has a greater improve-
ment on link recommendation accuracy. The greatest improvement
is seen when both personalized and global degrees are included (PD-
AA). We also calculate the percentage improvement of all measures
with respect to common neighbors, as shown in Figure 9. Here we
can also observe the improvements in each method caused by the
incorporation of personalized degree. We find that incorporating
personalized degrees improves link recommendation accuracy by
about 2%, incorporating global degree (AA) improves it by about
4% to 8%, and incorporating both improves it by about 6% to 10%.
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Figure 9: Percent improvements of all link prediction met-
rics compared to common neighbors as the base metric for
Facebook data.
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Figure 10: Mean top-K predictive rate of all (undirected)
methods (± standard error) for directed datasets.
These improvements further validate our observations regarding
the behavior of personalized degree.
5.4 Results on Directed Networks
Similar to our prior directed analyses, we consider all successors
of an ego node as its neighbors (z nodes), and all the successors
and predecessors of each neighbor node, that are not themselves
neighbors of the ego, to be the nodes that are two hops away form
the ego (v nodes). Additionally, given that in a directed setting
we also have access to the direction of edges, we consider three
variants of each method, except for CN since the degree of a node is
not a factor. The first variant is turning the network into undirected
by reciprocating all edges, the second one is only using in-degree,
and lastly only using out-degree. In the case of in- and out-degree
variants for AA, we shift up both in- and out-degrees by 2 to avoid
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Figure 11: Percent improvements of all CN- and AA-based
in- and out-degree link predictionmetrics, respectively com-
pared toCNandAAas the basemetric. (ID) and (OD) indicate
the in-degree only and out-degree only variants, respectively.
taking the log of or dividing by 0. Similarly, in case of PD-AA,
since there is no guarantee for global in- or out-degree to be higher
than personalized in- and out- degree, respectively, we add 1 to the
definition of Gz as described in 4. The evaluation approach is the
same as explained in Section 5.2.
The results for all three directed datasets are shown in Figures 10
and 11. We note that link formation in both Flickr and Digg occurs
a lot less frequently compared to Google+, and thus, it becomes a
much harder task to accurately predict future links, resulting in
the much lower values of P@K for Flickr and Digg in Figure 10,
but trends are consistent across datasets. In Google+, Flickr, and
Digg, PD-CN improved CN by an average of 12%, 23% and 30%,
respectively (averaged over values of K). Moreover, only consider-
ing global degree (AA) improved prediction accuracy over CN, as
well, by 9.4%, 12%, and 9.0% for Google+, Flickr, and Digg, respec-
tively. However, unlike our results in the undirected setting, only
considering personalized degree (PD-CN) results in much higher
improvements compared to only considering global degree (AA).
Additionally, as shown in Figure 11, although all three variants
of PD-CN will result in an improvement over CN, only considering
personalized in-degree will decrease P@K compared to the undi-
rected method, while only utilizing personalized out-degree may
improve the overall accuracy, sometimes by as much as 10%, as
shown in Figure 11c. Similarly, analyzing the effects of in- and out-
degree on AA, it is clear that limiting global degree to out-degree
will result in a decrease in P@K for all K values, while limiting it
to in-degree may result in improvements as it is depicted in Figure
11c. Moreover, while all three variants of PD-AA out-perform all
variants of AA in all datasets for all values of K, the impacts of
degree directionality on PD-AA are similar to that of AA. Thus,
if we consider global degree, personalized degree, as well as the
direction of edges, the in-degree variant of PD-AA outperforms
all other methods. Comparing it to CN as the base method, aver-
age percent improvements for Google+, Flickr, and Digg are 21%,
31% and 37%, respectively. Hence, it is safe to conclude that utiliz-
ing global in-degree and personalized out-degree can boost link
recommendation accuracy.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we examined the role of node degrees in link forma-
tion from an egocentric perspective. We introduced the notion of a
personalized node degree for the neighbors of the ego as the number
of other neighbors a particular neighbor is connected to. Based on
the result of our empirical study on four different datasets, we con-
clude that the personalized degree of common neighbors behaves
in the opposite manner of their global degree when it comes to link
formation. While Adamic and Adar [1] found (and we also verified
on our datasets) that common neighbors with high global degree
are less likely to be predictive of future links, we find that common
neighbors with higher personalized degree are more likely to be
predictive of future links. We also demonstrated an approach to in-
corporate our empirical findings into node neighborhood-based link
recommendation algorithms, and we were able to verify that it leads
to improvements in link recommendation accuracy. Furthermore,
in the case of directed links, we found personalized out-degree and
global in-degree to be more predictive than personalized in-degree
and global out-degree, respectively.
We believe our findings have many implications towards un-
derstanding link formation from an egocentric perspective. We
demonstrated how our findings can be used to improve link rec-
ommendation algorithms. Another potential application is towards
generative models for network growth. Such models typically op-
erate at a global level, and node degree plays an important role in
many models, including the model of Barabási and Albert [3] to
generate scale-free networks. Incorporating personalized degree
into such models may allow for more accurate replication of link
formations in real networks.
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